
PEST ANALYSIS OF A BOOKSTORE

4 DreamCatcher is a childrens' bookstore based in Kuala Lumpur, . Macro Market & Drivers According to the PESTEL
analysis, there is a.

The analysis examines the impact of each of these factors on the business. PEST analysis 'Political, Economic,
Social and Technological analysis''' describes a framework of macro-environmental factors used in the
environmental scanning component of strategic management. This strategy helps the company to make any
strategy that would differentiate the company from competitors, so that the organization can compete
successfully in the industry. Richard Bach is an American writer. But the business was later expropriated by
the Left Wing government. Specifically a PEST analysis measures the political, economic, social and
technological factors that impact a business. It is always difficult to follow those rules especially for
companies like Amazon that are used to open markets like USA and EU. Crossword came into existence on
15th October  Objectives of the organization and key players in this case. Should the system determine, for
example, that the highway ahead is about to lead downhill, the charge level of the It has experienced growth
and development since World War II. A PEST analysis is one of them that is merely a framework that
categorizes environmental influences as political, economic, social and technological forces. M and Sankar
www. Pest analysis is very important and informative. These forces are used to measure competition intensity
and profitability of an industry and market. This had a direct effect upon the policies of the businesses
especially hotels management. Whereas, the opportunities and threats are generally related from external
environment of organization. Companies will use this in workshops and it will make the managmenets
brainstorm techniques using PEST for strategic plannings, marketing planning or development PESTLE
analysis is one of such tool that help strategist in analyzing external environment that may affect the business.
It is always difficult change habit of the people. Because of this Tesco needs to use a PEST Political,
Economic, Social and Technological factors analysis as it will allow the business to build their vision for the
future and help them to avoid further decreases in profit. First and foremost Target store was secured in  A
PEST analysis is a look at the external environment of a company or a business that plays an important role in
managing and decision making of a company. External environment that is effecting organization Problems
being faced by management Identification of communication strategies. In order to analyse and build our
establishment, we must research a variety of aspects that can harm or affect our business in any way. It is very
important to have a thorough reading and understanding of guidelines provided. Although Amazon is
accessible and serving its customers in nearly countries, but it is still has chances of further grown in big
markets like China where growth of Amazon has been threatened by Strict censorship polices by Government.
These may be seen as threats, but most can be turned into opportunities. It is will also be important for
Amazon to use technology in effective way and make experience of purchase as easy as possible without
compromising the safety of customers information. Customers around the world are increasingly becoming
concerned with affect of different industries and products on environment. Worthington, Being internal brand
Amazon is continuously looking to grow into other markets. PEST analysis is used to analyse business
markets, industries, segments or the whole Effects of change in business regulations Timescale of legislative
change. Reference www. Other political factors likely to change for Book And National Bookstore. Pest
analysis In the strengths, management should identify the following points exists in the organization:
Advantages of the organization Activities of the company better than competitors. The strategists at Amazon
continuously monitors and develops such strategies that can put Amazon at leading place. The analysis
examines the impact of each of these factors and their interplay with each other on the It is said that case
should be read two times.


